Modiano's methods in Dora Bruder recall the Annales historiographer's rejection of the history of events in favor of the "long duration," but with human history as its object. Modiano's long duration draws out repetitions and variations between his own life and Dora's as he reconstructs and imagines it, between Dora and fictional characters, between Dora's story and the lives of Holocaust victims and survivors known and unknown. Moreover, the author encourages the reader to take part in the uncanny connections the novel makes, through movements of the imagination not unlike Modiano's own. In so doing, we approach Dora and those who shared her fate through their lives rather than their death, restoring to them the everyday freedom of their thoughts and actions alongside our own.
explained in regard to his Histoire du climat depuis ran mil (1967) :
The aim of climate history is not to explain human history, nor to offer simplistic accounts of this or that remarkable episode (. . .) [I] t is to produce a clear picture of the changing meteorological patterns of past ages . . . True, this "chronological cosmology," modestly limited to a study of regional climates, may serve as a discipline for future ref- erence of a quite different and more ambitious project, with human history as its object' Dora Bruder is a kind of climate history of this second degree.
"The events"-the adolescent Dora's months as a runaway, her deportation to Auschwitz-are noticeably absent. In their stead are the possible and probable movements of her mind and her brief life, as Modiano researches, imagines, and identifies with them. From the outset, Modiano's sense of a history longer than Dora's own life is a personal one. The street address of the missing person bulletin, 41 boulevard Ornano, is in a neighborhood of his own Parisian perambulations, at various times in his life. Modiano himself ran away from home in his adolescence. Other connections arise. The repetitions and variations between Dora Bruder and Modiano are only part of a long duration that reaches back to the eighteenth century, and forward to time present, from France to Germany and Austria. The long duration comprises fiction and films, both well-known and not, some historical names that are familiar, and others which, without Dora, would remain unknown. On every page, Modiano's long duration yields an uncanniness of human connection to those who perished in the Shoah in which the reader herself is directly encouraged to take part. Through movements of the imagination not unlike those of the author, we approach these victims through their lives rather than their death. As such, the object of the long duration in Dora Bruder is not only human history, but human presence. Dora Bruder restores to Dora and to those who shared her unspeakable fate the everyday freedom of their thoughts and actions, alongside our own.
The first link between Modiano and Dora, his first sense of the long duration, is topographical: an eighteenth arrondissement street, the boulevard Ornano. Habitually, he accompanied his mother to 2 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 31, Iss. 2 [2007] The "forever unknown" is equally important in bringing Dora to life, if not more so. Again and again, Modiano's declarations are tempered by hypothesis: "j'ignore"; "sans doute"; "je suppose"; "je devine"; "il a de; "il est probable"; "certainement." Did a movie give Dora the idea of running away? Did the bureaucrat who signed the order sending Dora to the camp at Tourelles realize he was sending her toward her death? Modiano's questions and uncertainties make the reader wonder along with him; his hypotheses become our own. In the necessity of hypothesis, of the impossibility of ever really knowing lives and minds not our own, Dora Bruder renders dignity to Holocaust victims like Dora, in the elliptical fullness of their minimal traces.
When even the traces are gone, the counterpart to necessary hypothesis is Modiano's repeated address to the reader as "youf Replaced by new buildings, Saint-Cceur-de-Marie is now only visible as marks on an old map. The map also notes a common grave nearby containing over a thousand victims of the Terror. On the site today stands a Catholic hospital where Modiano once consulted a doctor: palimpsest for the mass grave of the late eighteenth century, the round-ups of Jews common in the neighborhood in 4
Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 31, Iss. 2 [2007] , Art. 6 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol31/iss2/6 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1659 the 1940s, and Dora's surely unwilling presence behind the walls of the unforgivingly strict boarding school. Modiano muses about the paradox of names that ostensibly offer succor when the place itself is prison-like: "These institutions, where you were shut up, not knowing when or if you would be released, certainly rejoiced in some curious names" (34) .9 Similarly, he observes the irony of placing a missing person report for a Jewish girl in France during the Occupation: "The very people whose job it is to search for you are themselves compiling dossiers, the better to ensure that, once found, you will disappear again-this time for good" (68).1° The "you" draws the reader back into the past, into Modiano's memories and Dora's story alike. But the "you" also brings the past forward, a quasi-somatic experience for the reader. The "you" embodies our imagination, linking us to the familiarity of fear, solitude, and momentary freedom.
Only once, somatically and enigmatically, does Modiano use the familiar "tu" form: at the end of his telescoped weather report for the six months Dora was on the run: He reconstructs to the best of his abilities the details of Saint-Cceurde-Marie, inside and outside, "such as Dora Bruder would have seen them, day in, day out, for a year and a half" (34) .15 Of minor interest to him are testimonies of Dora given by others. As he says of the convent's Mother Superior, who died three years before he encountered Dora's name in Paris-Soir: But, after all, what could she have told me? A few humdrum facts of daily existence? Warm-hearted or not, she certainly failed to divine what was going through Dora Bruder's head, neither how the girl was coping with boarding-school life nor how she reacted to chapel morning and evening, the fake grotto in the courtyard, the garden wall, the dormitory with its rows of beds. (35)16 The singular individuals whose presence Modiano does revive as a means to approach Dora's story are those whom Dora might have encountered at the Tourelles internment camp. Along with their names, Modiano lists their traces: a set of identity papers; a letter thrown from the window of a train; notes from a trial for break-in and theft; the well-documented crimes of wearing the French flag 7 over the star of David, of the intention of intermarriage-to a philosophy student whose posthumous book bears a title that uncannily recalls Modiano's own process of accounting for Dora in the long duration: Un homme marche dans la yule.
Repetition rather than singularity is what resonates as well for Modiano in the archives of the Occupation that remain. He shares some of the hundreds of unanswered letters addressed to the chief of police, inquiries as to the whereabouts of children, aged parents, a daughter arrested along with her father because she was crying. These are model letters, straight out of Le guide du courrier facile, all bearing variations on the same opening line: "I venture to ask you;" "I would be infinitely grateful;" "I humbly draw your attention to my request" (70) (71) I shall never know how she spent her days, where she hid, in whose company she passed the winter months of her first escape, or the few weeks of spring when she escaped for the second time. That is her secret. A poor and precious secret that not even the executioners, the decrees, the occupying authorities, the Depot, the barracks, the camps, History, time-everything that defiles and destroys you-have been able to take away from her. (119) In the final paragraph, Modiano leaves Dora standing outside of history, outside of testimony and bureaucratic archives, even outside of time. His long duration does not leave Dora outside the Holocaust, but rather leaves the Holocaust outside of Dora Bruder. In the movements of the imagination required of writer and reader alike, Modiano's version of the long duration instead keeps alive Dora's freedom of self-invention, in the finality of its inaccessibility to eyes and minds both past and present. As such, Dora Bruder favors the human in its human history of repetition and variation, of relations with the environment, infusing the precious secrets that persist with the fullness of our own imagination, and making a place for those secrets alongside our own. 
